Beyond the Rayleigh scattering limit in high-$Q$ silicon microdisks: theory and experiment
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Abstract: Using a combination of resist reflow to form a highly circular etch mask pattern and a low-damage plasma dry etch, high-quality-factor silicon optical microdisk resonators are fabricated out of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers. Quality factors as high as $Q = 5 \times 10^6$ are measured in these microresonators, corresponding to a propagation loss coefficient as small as $\alpha \sim 0.1$ dB/cm. The different optical loss mechanisms are identified through a study of the total optical loss, mode coupling, and thermally-induced optical bistability as a function of microdisk radius (5-30 µm). These measurements indicate that optical loss in these high-$Q$ microresonators is limited not by surface roughness, but rather by surface state absorption and bulk free-carrier absorption.
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1. Introduction

Silicon (Si) photonics has received renewed interest of late due to the rapidly approaching limits of "Moore's Law" scaling in Si microelectronics, and the potential to leverage the near half-century of processing development in the microelectronics industry [1, 2]. There has followed several recent advances in Si optoelectronics, among them the demonstrations of a high-speed Si optical modulator (> 1 Gbit/sec [3]), an all-optical high-speed switch [4], and a nonlinear optical Si laser source based on the stimulated Raman effect [5, 6]. Aiding in these and previous developments of integrated optical and electronic Si circuits is the availability of high index contrast silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers, which provide the tight optical confinement of light necessary for high-density optoelectronic integration and nonlinear optics, and exceptional photonic and electronic isolation through the high quality underlying thermal oxide. As Si microphotonic device functionality and integration advances, and light is more often routed into the Si, it will be important to develop low-loss Si microphotonic circuits in addition to the already low-loss glass-based Planar Lightwave Circuits (PLCs) [7, 8]. One key element in such circuits is the microresonator, where light can be distributed by wavelength or localized to enhance nonlinear interactions. Here we report advances in silicon microfabrication which have allowed the creation of SOI-based microdisk optical resonators [9] with extremely smooth high-index-contrast etched sidewalls. These microdisks provide tight optical confinement down to microdisk radii of 1.5 µm, while maintaining the low loss of the high-purity crystalline silicon. Resonant mode quality factors as high as \( Q \sim 5 \times 10^6 \) are measured, corresponding to an effective propagation loss as small as \( \alpha \sim 0.1 \) dB/cm.

Inspired by the ultra-smooth glass microspheres [10, 11] and microtoroids [12] formed under surface tension, in this work an electron-beam resist reflow technique is used to significantly reduce surface imperfections in the edge of the microdisk resonator. A fiber-based, wafer-scale...
A probing technique is used to rapidly and non-invasively test the optical properties of these fabricated microdisks. After a brief description of the fabrication and measurement technique, a comprehensive analysis of the different optical loss mechanisms in these structures is presented below, with a detailed theoretical treatment in the appendices. These measurements indicate that with the reduced level of microdisk surface roughness, we are in fact quantitatively probing the absorption of the surface-states at the edge of the disk (for smaller microdisks) and the bulk Si free-carrier absorption due to ionized dopants (for larger microdisks). Owing to the high finesse of the Si microdisks, the input pump powers required to observe even extremely weak nonlinearities such as two-photon absorption (TPA) and Raman scattering is reduced to the microwatt level. In what follows we study the low power thermally-induced optical bistability, including the distortion effects of TPA and free-carrier absorption (FCA), as a second, more direct, measure of the linear absorption component of the optical loss. These measurements indicate that for further reduction in the optical loss of high-index contrast Si structures, such as the microdisks studied here, new passivation and annealing techniques, analogous to those used in the manufacture of high-quality Si CMOS devices [13], will need to be developed.

2. Fabrication and measurement technique

The silicon microdisks characterized in this work are fabricated from a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with 344 nm thick p-doped Si device layer on a 2 µm SiO₂ layer (Fig. 1(c)). Processing of the microdisks begins with the deposition of a 20 nm SiO₂ protective cap layer using plasma-enhanced chemical-vapor-deposition. An electron-beam resist, Zeon®ZEP520A, is spin-coated onto the wafer at 6000 rpm for 60 sec, resulting in a 400 nm thick film. Disks of radii ranging from 5 − 30 µm are defined in the electron-beam resist. The wafer is then subjected to a post-lithography bake. By suitable choice of temperature and duration, this bake can significantly reduce imperfections in the electron-beam resist pattern. Temperatures too low do not result in resist reflow, while temperatures too high can cause significant loss of resist to sublimation. A temperature high enough to allow the resist to reflow must be reached and maintained for the imperfections in the resist pattern to be reduced. The appropriate duration and temperature for the resist prepared as described above was empirically determined to be 5 minutes at 160°C. After the reflow process, the roughness in the patterns is greatly reduced, and the sidewall angle is reduced from 90° to approximately 45°. The resulting angled mask is prone to erosion during the etch process, and so the inductively-coupled-plasma reactive-ion etch is optimized to minimize roughness caused by mask erosion.

The patterns are then transferred into the Si device layer using a low DC-bias, inductively-coupled-plasma reactive-ion etch with SF₆/C₄F₈ chemistry [14, 15]. To enable optical fiber probing of the devices (as described below), an etch-mask surrounding the disks is photolithographically defined and the wafer surrounding the disks etched down several microns, leaving the devices isolated on a mesa. Following a Piranha etch to remove organic materials, a dilute hydrofluoric acid solution is used to remove the protective SiO₂ layer and partially undercut the disk (Fig. 1(c)). The undercut pedestal takes on its angular hour-glass shape due to a higher etch rate on the wafer Unibond®[2] versus the bulk silica. The wafer is then rinsed in deionized water and dried with clean, dry N₂. Upon completion of the processing, the wafer is immediately removed to an N₂ purged enclosure for characterization.

To characterize the microdisk resonators an evanescent fiber taper coupling technique is employed [9, 14]. In this process, an optical fiber is adiabatically drawn to a 1 − 2 µm diameter using a hydrogen torch so that its evanescent field is made accessible to the environment. Using DC motor stages with 50 nm encoded resolution, the fiber taper can be accurately positioned within the microdisk near-field so as to evanescently couple power into the microdisks. Measurements of the taper transmission as a function of the taper-microdisk gap and
input power are performed using swept wavelength tunable laser sources ($\lambda = 1410$-$1625$ nm, linewidth $< 5$ MHz). A set of paddle wheels is used to adjust the polarization state of the fiber taper mode in the microdisk coupling region, providing selective coupling to the TE-like (TM-like) whispering gallery modes (WGMs) with dominant electric field parallel (normal) to the plane of the microdisk. Further details of the fiber taper apparatus and measurement techniques can be found in Refs. [16, 14].

![Diagram of fabricated silicon microdisk](image)

**Fig. 1.** Schematic representation of a fabricated silicon microdisk. (a) Top view showing ideal disk (red) against disk with roughness. (b) Top view close-up illustrating the surface roughness, $\Delta r(s)$, and surface reconstruction, $\zeta$. Also shown are statistical roughness parameters, $\sigma_r$ and $L_c$, of a typical scatterer. (c) Side view of a fabricated SOI microdisk highlighting idealized SiO$_2$ pedestal.

### 3. Experimental results and analysis

In order to study the optical loss mechanisms within the Si microdisk resonators, a series of disks with radii, $R = 5, 10, 15, 20, 30 \mu$m, was created. The intrinsic optical loss in these structures can be quantified by four different components of a modal quality factor, $Q_i$, according to

$$\frac{1}{Q_i} = \frac{1}{Q_r} + \frac{1}{Q_{ss}} + \frac{1}{Q_{sa}} + \frac{1}{Q_b},$$

where $Q_r$, $Q_{ss}$, $Q_{sa}$, $Q_b$ are related to optical loss due to radiation, surface scattering, surface absorption, and absorption in the bulk Si, respectively. Due to the near ideal nature of the optical confinement of the silicon whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) resonator, the radiation losses become increasingly negligible as the disk radius is increased ($Q_r \gtrsim 10^8$ for $R > 1.5$ $\mu$m [17]). While all of the disks considered in this work possess inconsequential radiation losses, the better radial confinement of larger radii microdisks pulls the WGMs away from the disk edge, as described in Appendix E. Thus, varying the disk radius provides a means to separate sidewall surface effects, quantified by $Q_{ss}$ and $Q_{sa}$, from bulk effects, $Q_b$.

A typical taper transmission spectrum of an $R = 30$ $\mu$m microdisk is shown in Fig. 2. The observed double resonance dip (doublet) is a result of Rayleigh scattering from disk surface roughness, illustrated in Fig. 1(b) as $\Delta r(s)$. The surface imperfections created during fabrication lift the degeneracy of clockwise (cw) and counter-clockwise (ccw) propagating WGMs in the microdisk, creating instead standing wave modes [18, 19, 20, 21]. As described in Ref. [9], the highest Q WGMs in these microdisks are found to be of TM-like polarization and of radial mode number $n = 1$, where the field interaction with the disk-edge surface is minimized (see Appendices). For the wavelengths studied here, the corresponding azimuthal number is $M \sim 60$ for the $R = 5$ $\mu$m disks, and scales approximately linearly with radius for larger microdisks. All of the WGMs studied in this work were confirmed to be of TM-like polarization and of radial
number $n \sim 1$ through studies of their polarization and position dependent coupling to the fiber taper [9].

A statistical model for the doublet splitting is constructed using the effective index model from Appendix A and the time dependent perturbation theory described in Appendix C. The resulting model [20, 21] is used to fit the data in Fig. 2 with linewidth parameters, $\delta \lambda_c$ and $\delta \lambda_s$, and doublet splitting, $\Delta \lambda$. Two independent linewidth parameters must be used because the resulting orthogonal standing wave modes sense different regions of the disk surface [21]. A normalized measure of the mode splitting is defined to be the free-space wavelength, $\lambda_0$, divided by the total resonance splitting ($\Delta \lambda$), given here by $Q_\beta$. To illustrate the utility of this definition, limiting cases are taken: $Q_\beta \gg Q_i$ would indicate no doublet splitting and pure cw and ccw traveling WGMs; conversely, $Q_\beta \ll Q_i$ would indicate large doublet splitting and consequently widely separated standing wave WGMs. In the latter case, $Q_\beta$ gives a better measure of the required coupling strength and the useful bandwidth at critical coupling, where all power is transferred into the resonant cavity from a bus waveguide (see inset to Fig. 3).

Figure 3 plots $Q_\beta$ for each of the measured microdisk radii, where for each microdisk we plot the results for the four highest $Q_i$ doublet modes in the 1410-1500 nm wavelength range. Combining the results of Appendix C with an approximate form for disk edge energy density (see Appendix E), we get the following equation for the normalized doublet splitting parameter:

$$Q_\beta \equiv \frac{\lambda_0}{\Delta \lambda} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi^3/4}} \left( \frac{V_d}{V_s} \right),$$

where $V_d$ is simply the physical volume of the microdisk and $\xi$ is the relative dielectric contrast constant defined as

$$\xi = \frac{\tilde{n}^2}{n_d^2} \left( \frac{n_d^2 - n_0^2}{n_0^2 - n_0^2} \right).$$

$n_d \sim 3.55$, $n_0 = 1.0$, and $\tilde{n}$ are the indices of refraction for the silicon disk, cladding, and 2-D effective slab, respectively [22, 23]. The key parameter from this analysis is the effective volume of a typical scatterer, defined as $V_s = \sqrt{RL_c} h \sigma_r$, where $L_c$ is the correlation length of the roughness, $h$ is the disk height, and $\sigma_r$ is the standard deviation of the roughness amplitude.
Fig. 3. Normalized doublet splitting ($Q_\beta$) versus disk radius. (inset) Taper transmission data and fit of deeply coupled doublet demonstrating 14 dB coupling depth.

(illustrated in Fig. 1(b)). Fitting the doublet splitting versus disk radius in Fig. 3 (solid blue curve) to the $Q_\beta \sim R^{3/2}$ dependence shown in Eq. (2), gives a value of $\sqrt{L_c} \sigma_r = 2.7 \text{ nm}^{3/2}$. This parameter is also useful in estimating optical loss because the same Rayleigh scattering mechanism responsible for lifting the azimuthal degeneracy couples the unperturbed microdisk modes to radiation modes [24, 20].

From an analysis similar to that used for the mode coupling, the surface scattering quality factor, $Q_{ss}$, is approximated as (see Appendix B):

$$Q_{ss} = \frac{3\lambda_0^3}{8\pi^{7/2}n_0\delta n^2\varsigma} \left(\frac{V_d}{V_c^2}\right),$$

where $\delta n^2 \equiv n_d^2 - n_0^2$. Figure 4 plots the measured linewidths ($\delta \lambda_{c,s}$) of each of the microdisk modes represented in Fig. 3 as a dimensionless quality factor, $Q_i \equiv \lambda_0 / \delta \lambda_{c,s}$ (shown as black circles, one for each mode of a doublet pair). From Eq. (4), we see that the model of Appendix B yields a linear dependence versus disk radius of the surface scattering quality factor, $Q_{ss}$. The dash-dotted blue curve shown in Fig. 4 represents the resulting surface scattering component of the total loss as predicted by the fit to $\sqrt{L_c} \sigma_r$ from the observed doublet splitting. In comparison to recently reported results not incorporating the e-beam resist reflow technique [9] (shown as an * in Figs. 3 and 4), the doublet splitting has been reduced by nearly a factor of 2.5. This results in an increase in the predicted $Q_{ss}$ by more than a factor of 6. Given that the measured quality factor of the current microdisk resonators has only doubled, this suggests that our new work is limited by loss mechanisms not significant in previous work [9].
Fig. 4. Measured intrinsic quality factor, $Q_i$, versus disk radius and resulting breakdown of optical losses due to: surface scattering ($Q_{ss}$), bulk doping and impurities ($Q_b$), and surface absorption ($Q_{sa}$).

Subtracting the fit to $Q_{ss}$ from the data, a strong linear dependence with radius still remains. Since the optical losses decrease as the modes are pulled in toward the center of the microdisk, we assume that neither the pedestal nor the top and bottom surfaces are significant sources of optical loss. As shown in Appendix D, a disk edge surface absorption component of optical loss would have a linear dependence with microdisk radius, similar to that of surface scattering. The approximate dependence of the surface absorption quality factor, $Q_{sa}$, is found in the analysis from Appendix D to be given as:

$$Q_{sa} = \frac{\pi c}{\lambda_0} \left( \frac{n^2 - n_0^2}{\bar{n}^2} \right) R \cdot \gamma_{sa} \zeta,$$

where $\gamma_{sa}$ is the bulk absorption rate of a material consisting entirely of that at the microdisk surface. As schematically illustrated in Fig. 1(b), we propose that the dominant form of surface absorption occurs at the edge of the microdisk along the etched sidewalls, where reactive ion etch damage of the Si lattice can result in a reconstruction depth, $\zeta$, for many monolayers [15]. Fitting the remaining unaccounted for optical loss (i.e., subtracting out the predicted surface scattering component) versus microdisk radius with a linear ($Q_{sa}$, solid red curve) and constant ($Q_b$, dashed green curve) component, we arrive at the plot shown in Fig. 4. From this fit we find that our microdisks are limited to a $Q_b \approx 8.5 \times 10^6$. Using resistivity measurements from the manufacturer of the boron doped SOI material used in this work (1 - 3 $\Omega \cdot$cm) and silicon absorption studies [25], residual free carriers in our material should limit $Q_b \ll (3.7 - 8.8 \times$
To corroborate the above surface absorption conclusions, a series of power dependent experiments was performed. The small SiO₂ pedestal ($r_{\text{max}} \approx 2.5 \ \mu m$, $r_{\text{min}} \approx 1 \ \mu m$, $h_{\text{ped}} \approx 1.2 \ \mu m$) in the $R = 5$ micron microdisk presented here provides relatively poor thermal contact as compared to the larger radii disks. As a result, thermally-induced shifts in resonant mode wavelengths (inset to Fig. 5) provide a sensitive measure of internal cavity absorption [26, 27, 16]. As the input power to the microdisk is increased, the change in resonance wavelength from the “cold-cavity” position can be related to absorbed power inside the microdisk, $P_{\text{abs}}$. Since the thermal conductivity of silicon is roughly 100 times greater than that of silica, the steady-state temperature inside the silicon disk is constant (disregarding the negligible heat flow to the ambient N₂ environment). Furthermore, the remaining buried oxide and silicon substrate, being several orders of magnitude larger in cross-section than the pedestal, can be assumed to act as a thermal bath of constant temperature. These assumptions reduce the thermal behavior of the microresonator to a time-independent, one-dimensional heat flow problem, depending primarily on the geometry of the pedestal.

The thermal resistance, $R_{th}$, of the narrow pedestal can be calculated from the thermal conductivity of thermal oxide ($\kappa_{\text{SiO₂}} \approx 1.38 \ \text{W} \cdot \text{K}^{-1} \cdot \text{m}^{-1}$) and the geometry of the pedestal (shown schematically in Fig. 1(c)):

$$R_{th} = \frac{h_{\text{ped}}}{(\kappa_{\text{SiO₂}} \pi r_{\text{max}} r_{\text{min}})}.$$  (6)
The change in resonance wavelength can then be approximately related to the optical power absorbed via the linear relationships

\[
\Delta \lambda_0 \approx \frac{n_{Si}}{\lambda_0} \Delta n \left( \frac{dn/dT}{Si} \Delta T \frac{R_{abs}^{-1}}{P_{abs}} \right)
\]

where the thermo-optic coefficient of Si is denoted by \( (dn/dT)_{Si} \sim 1.5 \times 10^{-4} \text{ K}^{-1} \) [16]. We finally arrive at the working equation relating the wavelength shift seen in the inset to Fig. 5 to the absorbed power:

\[
P_{abs} = \frac{k_{Si} \pi r_{max} r_{Si}}{\hbar n_{Si}} \left( \frac{dn}{dT} \right)_{Si} \Delta \lambda_0.
\]

To calculate the linear absorption rate, the internal cavity energy must also be found from the minima in the normalized transmission spectra, \( T_{min} \), and input power, \( P_{in} \). Under steady-state conditions, conservation of power requires that the power dropped into the cavity, \( P_d = (1 - T_{min})P_{in} \), be equal to the power lost out of the cavity-waveguide system, \( P_L \). From the formal definition of intrinsic quality factor, \( Q_i' \), we can relate the cavity energy to the power loss by

\[
U_c = \frac{Q_i'}{\omega} P_L = \frac{Q_i'}{\omega} (1 - T_{min}) P_{in},
\]

where \( \omega \) is the optical frequency and \( U_c \) is the internal cavity energy. Taking into account the external loading from the fiber taper, the total observed quality factor (linewidth) can be written as \( 1/Q_i = 1/Q_i + 1/Q_{rel} \), where \( Q_{rel} \) relates to the coupling of optical power from the fiber taper to the microdisk. \( Q_i' \) in this case includes all intrinsic loss of the microdisk resonator and any additional parasitic loading from the fiber taper. As the resonant mode linewidth cannot be directly measured at high powers (due to nonlinear distortion), it must be inferred from the depths of transmission and the “cold-cavity” linewidth [16]. Using a simple model for the waveguide-resonator system [28], we can find \( Q_c \) by measuring the total linewidth at low powers and using the relation \( Q_c = 2 Q_i (1 - \sqrt{T_{min}})/(1 + \sqrt{T_{min}}) \). One can then show that \( Q_i' = Q_i (1 - \sqrt{T_{min}})/(1 + \sqrt{T_{min}}) \) for all powers, assuming that the taper loading does not change with input power. With complete knowledge of \( Q_c \) and \( Q_i' \), we can finally determine the internal cavity energy versus input power.

Figure 5 shows a typical data set for the power dependent absorption effects for the \( R = 5 \mu m \) microdisk modes previously described for Figs 3 and 4. At low powers, \( P_{abs} \) scales linearly with \( U_c \), while at higher powers, the onset of two-photon absorption (quadratic term) and free-carrier absorption (cubic term) become readily apparent. A cubic polynomial fit \( (P_{abs} \sim a U_c^3 + b U_c^2 + c U_c + d) \) for the four \( R = 5 \mu m \) modes yields a linear absorption quality factor of \( Q_{lin} = \omega/\gamma_{lin} = (1.5 \pm 0.3) \times 10^9 \). This value is in very good agreement with the estimated \( Q_{lin} \) from the analysis above (solid red curve in Fig. 4). Also, as the measurements of the modes in the larger microdisks have significantly higher measured \( Q \) than the measured \( Q_{lin} \), this is a strong indication that we are indeed quantitatively probing the surface state absorption and not the bulk absorption for the smaller \( R = 5 \mu m \) microdisks.

4. Conclusion

Using a combination of resist reflow to form a surface-tension limited smooth etch mask and a low DC bias dry etch to reduce roughness and damage in the etched Si sidewalls, we have fabricated high-index contrast Si microdisk microresonators with strong optical confinement and losses as low as 0.1 dB/cm \( (Q > 5 \times 10^9) \). Passive fiber optic measurements of the scaling...
of optical loss with microdisk radius, along with power dependent measurement of the thermo-optic properties of the microdisks, provide evidence supporting the view that optical loss is dominated in these structures by surface ($5 < R < 20 \mu m$) and bulk free-carrier absorption ($R > 20 \mu m$), as opposed to surface roughness on the microdisk. Applications of these devices to nonlinear light scattering, all-optical switching, Si laser resonators, or highly sensitive Si optical sensors are envisioned, where the low loss and tight optical confinement results in extremely large circulating intensities for low optical input powers.
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A. Analytic approximation for the modes of a microdisk

Starting with Maxwell’s equations for a linear, non-dispersive medium with no free charges or currents,

$$
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{D}(r,t) = 0 \quad \nabla \times \mathbf{E}(r,t) = -\frac{\partial \mathbf{B}(r,t)}{\partial t} \\
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{B}(r,t) = 0 \quad \nabla \times \mathbf{H}(r,t) = \frac{\partial \mathbf{D}(r,t)}{\partial t},
$$

where $\mathbf{D}(r,t) = \varepsilon(r)\mathbf{E}(r,t)$ and $\mathbf{H}(r,t) = \frac{1}{\mu_0}\mathbf{B}(r,t)$ are the linear constitutive relations. Using the well known series of vector identities, we can rewrite Maxwell’s equations for a piecewise homogeneous medium as wave equations:

$$\nabla^2 \mathbf{F} - \frac{n^2(r)}{c^2} \frac{\partial^2 \mathbf{F}}{\partial t^2} = 0,$$

where $\mathbf{F} = \{\mathbf{E}, \mathbf{H}\}$, $c^2 = \frac{1}{\mu_0\varepsilon_0}$, and $n^2(r) = \frac{\varepsilon(r)}{\varepsilon_0}$. Furthermore, looking for oscillatory solutions of the form: $\mathbf{F}(r,t) = \mathbf{F}(r)\exp(-i\omega t)$, we can write the cylindrical form of the time-independent Maxwell’s equations as

$$
\left( \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \phi^2} + \frac{\partial^2}{\partial z^2} + \left( \frac{\omega}{c} \right)^2 n^2(r) \right) \mathbf{F}(r) = 0.
$$

Note, the real physical fields are given by $\text{Re}[\mathbf{F}(r,t)]$.

In a thin semiconductor microdisk, the high index contrast provides large vertical confinement. This large confinement admits a powerful approximation by effectively reducing the problem to a two-dimensional one. In this case, there are two dominant polarizations labeled as TE ($E$ field parallel to the disk plane) and TM ($E$ field perpendicular to the disk plane), where Eq. (12) becomes scalar in the $\hat{z}$ direction. As a consequence, $F_z$ corresponds to $H_z(E_z)$ for TE(TM) modes. For $\rho < R$, where $R$ is the disk radius, separation of variables can be used to rewrite Eq. (12) as

$$
\frac{1}{W} \left( \frac{\partial^2 W}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial W}{\partial \rho} + \frac{1}{\rho^2} \frac{\partial^2 W}{\partial \phi^2} \right) + \frac{1}{Z} \frac{d^2 Z}{d z^2} + k_0^2 n^2(r) = 0,
$$

where $F_z = W(\rho, \phi) Z(z)$ and $k_0 = \omega/c$. Thus we have two differential equations,
slab mode calculations as in [23] taking note that $F_z$ is continuous/discontinuous across the interfaces for the TE(TM) modes. Equation (14) can be solved by again using separation of variables, $W(\rho, \phi) = \Psi(\rho)\Omega(\phi)$, to rewrite it as:

$$\frac{\partial^2 \Psi}{\partial \rho^2} + \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial \Psi}{\partial \rho} + \left( k_0^2 n^2(\rho) - \frac{m^2}{\rho^2} \right) \Psi = 0 \tag{16}$$

$$\frac{\partial^2 \Omega}{\partial \phi^2} + m^2 \Omega = 0. \tag{17}$$

While the solution to Eq. (17) is simply $\Omega(\phi) \sim \exp(\im \phi)$, the solution to Eq. (16) is most tractably solved approximately [22]. Inside the disk the radial solutions are Bessel functions, $\Psi(\rho) \sim J_m(k_0\tilde{n}\rho)$. Outside the disk, the solutions are Hankel functions which can be approximated by a decaying exponential with decay constant $\alpha = k_0(\tilde{n}^2 - n_0^2)^{1/2}$. The free-space wavelength can then be found by matching the boundary conditions at $\rho = R$ using Eq. (10). Matching $H_z(E_z)$ and $E_\phi$ for TE(TM) leads to the transcendental equation,

$$k_0\tilde{n}(k_0)J_{m+1}(k_0\tilde{n}(k_0)R) = \left( \frac{m}{R} + \eta \alpha \right)J_m(k_0\tilde{n}(k_0)R), \tag{18}$$

where $\eta = \tilde{n}^2/n_0^2$ for TE and unity for TM modes. Using the self-consistent solution of Eq. (15) and Eq. (18), the unnormalized radial mode dependence is given by

$$\Psi(\rho) \sim \begin{cases} J_m(k_0\tilde{n}\rho) & \rho \leq R \\ J_m(k_0\tilde{n}R) \exp(-\alpha(\rho - R)) & \rho > R. \end{cases} \tag{19}$$

B. Derivation of $Q_{st}$ from the Volume Current Method

Optical losses in microresonators are often times limited by index perturbations, $\delta \epsilon$, on the surfaces. These index perturbations are sourced approximately by the unperturbed field solutions, $\mathbf{E}^0$, to create polarization currents,

$$\mathbf{J} = -\im \omega \delta \epsilon \mathbf{E}^0. \tag{20}$$

In analogy with microwave electronics, the polarization currents drive new electromagnetic fields which radiate into space. Optical losses due to the perturbations can be calculated from the far field solutions setup by $\mathbf{J}$ [24]. In most microdisk work, the dominant deviations from the ideal disk geometry occur on the sidewalls during fabrication. Etch-induced sidewall roughness typically runs the height of the disk, providing a nearly one-dimensional way of representing this roughness along the arclength. In this way, the index perturbation (Fig. 1) can be approximated by

$$\delta \epsilon = \epsilon_0 \delta n^2 \hat{h} \Delta r(\phi) \delta (r - R) \delta(z), \tag{21}$$

where $\epsilon_0$ is the free space permittivity, $\delta n^2 = n_0^2 - n_d^2$, $n_d$ is the disk refractive index, $n_0$ is the index of the surrounding medium, $h$ is the disk height, and $\Delta r(\phi)$ is the radial surface
roughness relative to the unperturbed disk radius \[19\]. The parameters \( \rho, \phi, \) and \( z \) correspond to the radius from the disk center, angle along the disk perimeter, and height along the disk edge, respectively. The far field vector potential sourced by \( \mathbf{J} \) is given by \[24\]

\[
\mathbf{A}_{\text{rad}}(\mathbf{r}) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi} \left( e^{ik_1 r} \right) \int \mathbf{J}(\mathbf{r}') e^{-ik_1 r'} d\mathbf{r'} ,
\]

where \( k_1 = n_0 k_0 \) is the wave vector in the surrounding medium. Writing the unperturbed electric field at the disk edge as \( \mathbf{E}^0 = \mathbf{E}_m(\rho, z) \exp(i m \phi) \), Eq. (22) simplifies to

\[
\mathbf{A}_{\text{rad}}(\mathbf{r}) = -i\mu_0 \omega \partial \rho \nabla^2 \mathbf{E}_m(0) (R) \left( \frac{e^{-ik_1 r}}{r} \right) \int_0^{2\pi} \Delta r(\phi') e^{im\phi'} \exp \left( ik_1 R \sin \theta \cos \phi' \right) d\phi'.
\]

For low loss microdisks, the direct solution to Eq. (23) becomes increasingly sensitive to the limitations on the measurement of \( \Delta r(s) \), where \( s \equiv \phi R \), the arclength along the disk edge perimeter. However, a simple statistical solution becomes possible once surface roughness becomes much smaller than the wavelength in the material \[19\]. In effect, this simplification assumes that roughness separated by much more than a characteristic correlation length, \( L_c \), is statistically independent. This allows each infinitesimal arclength along the perimeter to be treated as an ensemble member of all the possible processing outcomes under the same fabrication conditions. Ensemble averaging over Eq. (23) yields

\[
\langle \mathbf{A}_{\text{rad}}(\mathbf{r}) \cdot \mathbf{A}_{\text{rad}}(\mathbf{r}')^* \rangle = \left| \frac{\mu_0 \omega \partial \rho \nabla^2 \mathbf{E}_m(0) (R)}{4\pi} \right|^2 \left( \frac{R}{r} \right)^2 \Theta
\]

where \( C(|\phi' - \phi''|) = \langle \Delta r(\phi') \Delta r(\phi'') \rangle \), the correlation function for the etch roughness. With the substitutions, \( t = \phi' - \phi'' \) and \( z = (\phi' + \phi'')/2 \), the integral is evaluated to be

\[
\Theta = 2\pi \int_0^{2\pi} C(t) \exp(imt) J_0 \left[ 2k_1 R \sin \theta \sin \left( \frac{t}{2} \right) \right] dt.
\]

With a Gaussian model for the correlation function given by \( C(s) = \sigma_R^2 \exp \left(-s^2/(2L_c^2)\right) \), this integral becomes

\[
\Theta = \frac{2\pi}{R} \int_{-\pi R}^{\pi R} \sigma_R^2 \exp \left(-\frac{s^2}{2L_c^2} + i \frac{m s}{R} \right) J_0 \left[ 2k_1 R \sin \theta \sin \left( \frac{s R}{2} \right) \right] ds \approx \frac{2\pi(2/\sigma_R^2 L_c)}{R},
\]

where \( \sigma_R \) is the standard deviation for the surface roughness. Combining Eqs. (27) and (24), the far field Poynting vector is given by

\[
\langle \mathbf{S}_{\text{rad}} \rangle = \frac{\hat{\mathbf{r}} \omega k_0}{2\mu_0} \left\langle |\mathbf{r} \times \mathbf{A}_{\text{rad}}|^2 \right\rangle = \hat{\mathbf{r}} \frac{\omega k_0^3 n_0}{16\sqrt{\pi}} \left( \frac{\delta n^2}{V_s^2} \right)^2 |\mathbf{E}_m(R, 0)|^2 \left| \hat{\mathbf{r}} \times \hat{\mathbf{e}} \right|^2 \frac{|\hat{\mathbf{r}} \times \hat{\mathbf{e}}|^2}{r^2},
\]

where \( \hat{\mathbf{e}} \) is the polarization of the electric field and \( V_s = \sqrt{RLc/\hbar} \sigma_e \) is the effective volume for a typical scatterer. The total power radiated, \( P_{\text{rad}} \), far from the disk can be found by integrating the outward intensity over a large sphere and summing the polarization components to obtain
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In addition to coupling to radiation modes, surface roughness on microdisks will also couple currents from Eq. (20) can be added to Eq. (11) to arrive at to relate the doublet frequency splitting to measured surface roughness. The same polarization Gorodetsky, creates a downshifted- and upshifted-frequency standing wave mode. Based on the work of assumed harmonic time dependence, denoted by where $\hat{\eta} = \{\hat{\rho}, \hat{\phi}, \hat{z}\}$ and $G(\hat{\eta}) = \{2/3, 2, 4/3\}$ is a geometrical radiation factor for the different electric field polarizations. Since the quality factor of a cavity mode is given by $Q = \omega U_c/P_{rad}$, where $U_c = \frac{1}{2} \int \varepsilon^0(r)|E^0|^2 \, dr$ is the time-averaged stored energy in the cavity, we can rewrite Eq. (29) as a surface scattering quality factor

$$Q_{ss} = \frac{\lambda_0^3}{\pi^{7/2} n_o (\delta n^2)^2 V_2^2 \sum_{\hat{\eta}} \bar{u}_s(\hat{\eta})G(\hat{\eta})},$$

where $\bar{u}_s(\hat{\eta})$ is the normalized, spatially-averaged (see Appendix E) $\hat{\eta}$-polarized electric field energy density at the disk edge given by

$$\bar{u}_s(\hat{\eta}) = \frac{\varepsilon_0 |E^0(\hat{\eta})|^2_{s,\text{avg}}}{\frac{1}{2} \int \varepsilon^0(r)|E^0|^2 \, dr}.$$  

Numerical calculations of $\bar{u}_s(\hat{\eta})$ show that TE modes couple to far field radiation modes roughly 50% more strongly than corresponding TM modes, mainly due to geometrical considerations through $G(\hat{\eta})$. Note that this and the following section has corrected minor errors present in reference [9].

**C. Derivation of $Q_{ss}$ via time-dependent perturbation theory**

In addition to coupling to radiation modes, surface roughness on microdisks will also couple the degenerate clockwise (cw) and counterclockwise (ccw) modes [18]. Lifting this degeneracy creates a downshifted- and upshifted-frequency standing wave mode. Based on the work of Gorodetsky, et al. [20], a time-dependent perturbation theory can be formulated to quantify this doublet splitting. Then a statistical approach similar to that of Little and Laine [19] can be used to relate the doublet frequency splitting to measured surface roughness. The same polarization currents from Eq. (20) can be added to Eq. (11) to arrive at

$$\nabla^2 \varepsilon \varepsilon (r, t) - \mu \frac{\partial^2 \varepsilon (r, t)}{\partial t^2} = 0,$$

where $\varepsilon^0(r)$ is the dielectric structure for the ideal disk. The unperturbed modes with an assumed harmonic time dependence, denoted by $E^0_j(r, t) = E^0_j(r) \exp(i\omega_j t)$, are a solution of

$$\nabla^2 E^0_j(r) + \mu_0 \varepsilon^0(r) \omega_j^2 E^0_j(r) = 0.$$  

Now assuming slowly varying envelopes $a_j(t)$, the perturbed modes are given by

$$E(r, t) = \exp(-i\omega_j t) \sum_j a_j(t) E^0_j(r).$$

Substituting Eq. (34) into Eq. (32) and keeping terms to first order yields

$$\sum_j 2i\omega_j e^{0} \frac{d a_j}{d t} + 3\varepsilon \varepsilon_0 a_j - \varepsilon^0(\omega_j^2 - \omega_0^2) a_j E^0_j(r) = 0.$$ 

Using the fact that $\int e^0 E^0_j(r) E^0_k(r) \, dr = 0$ for $j \neq k$ (shown in Ref. [29]), Eq. (35) can be multiplied by $E^0_j(r)$ and integrated over all space to obtain
\[
\frac{da_k}{dt} + i\Delta \omega_k a_k(t) = i \sum_j \beta_{kj} a_j, \tag{36}
\]

with \( \beta_{kj} = \frac{\omega_k}{2} \int \delta \varepsilon (E^0_j(r))^* E^0_k(r) dr \int |E^0_k(r)|^2 dr \), \( \beta_{kj} \)

where \( \Delta \omega_k = \omega_k - \omega_j \). The radius of the ideal disk in \( E^0(r) \) is chosen as the average radius of the perturbed disk so as to work in a basis where the strength of the perturbation does not create a self-term frequency shift (i.e., \( \beta_{jj} = 0 \)). For the case of initially degenerate \( cw \) and \( ccw \) modes, we can take this coupled mode formalism and resonantly pump the system with an external waveguide. For small perturbations, we can assume that the backscattering rate for each mode is identical, \( \beta_{cw,ccw} = \beta_{ccw,cw} = \beta \). When all other modes are far off-resonance, the coupled mode equations then become symmetrically

\[
\frac{da_{cw}}{dt} = -i\Delta \omega_{cw} + i\beta a_{ccw} \tag{38a}
\]

\[
\frac{da_{ccw}}{dt} = -i\Delta \omega_{ccw} + i\beta a_{cw}, \tag{38b}
\]

where \( \Delta \omega_{cw} = \Delta \omega_{ccw} = \Delta \omega \). A functional form for \( \beta \) can be analytically derived for small amounts of etch roughness. Substituting the delta function approximation for the dielectric perturbation from Eq. (21), we obtain

\[
\beta = \frac{\omega_0}{4U_c} \int E_0^s \delta n^2 h \Delta r(s) \delta (r-R) \delta (\phi) (E_{cw}(r))^* E_{ccw}(r) dr. \tag{39}
\]

This integral is easily reduced to a Fourier-type integral by noting that at the disk edge \( E_{cw} = E_m(R,0) \exp (-im\phi) \) and \( E_{ccw} = E_m(R,0) \exp (im\phi) \). Integrating over the \( \delta \)-functions yields

\[
\beta = \frac{\omega_0}{4U_c} \int \delta n^2 h R e^{i2m\phi} d\phi. \tag{40}
\]

\[
\gamma = \int_0^{\infty} \Delta r(\phi) e^{i2m\phi} d\phi. \tag{41}
\]

As in Eq. (23), the integral, \( \gamma \), becomes statistically solvable when surface roughness becomes much smaller than the wavelength in the material. Following the same method of solution and definitions as above,

\[
\langle \gamma^2 \rangle = \frac{2\pi}{R} \int_{-\pi R}^{\pi R} \sigma_R^2 \exp \left( -\frac{s^2}{L_e^2} + \frac{2m}{R} s \right) \approx \frac{2\pi^{3/2}\sigma_R^2 L_e}{R}. \tag{42}
\]

Plugging Eq. (42) into Eq. (40) and solving gives \( \sqrt{\langle \beta^2 \rangle} = (\pi/4)^{3/4} \omega_0 \delta n^2 V_s \tilde{u}_s \), where \( \tilde{u}_s \equiv \sum \tilde{u}_s(\tilde{n}) \). To model coupling power into this resonant system, a phenomenological loss rate, \( \gamma \equiv \omega/Q \), and a coupling coefficient, \( \kappa \), can be added to obtain, [21]

\[
\frac{da_{cw}}{dt} = -\left( \gamma + i\Delta \omega \right) a_{cw} + i\beta a_{ccw} + \kappa s \tag{43a}
\]

\[
\frac{da_{ccw}}{dt} = -\left( \gamma + i\Delta \omega \right) a_{ccw} + i\beta a_{cw}, \tag{43b}
\]
where \( a_j \) are normalized energy amplitudes, \( |a|^2 \) is the normalized input power, and \( \gamma_i = \gamma_e + \gamma'_e \). The loss rate can been broken down into loss from the cavity back into the waveguide, \( \gamma_e \), and all other loss, \( \gamma'_e \). Assuming the coupling itself is lossless and obeys time reciprocity, a scattering matrix formalism can further show that \( \kappa^2 = \gamma'_e / 30 \). Additionally, the transmitted and reflected powers are given by [21] \(|t|^2 = |s + \kappa a_m|^2 \) and \(|r|^2 = |\kappa a_{cw}|^2 \). Steady-state solutions of Eqs. (43a) and (43b) show transmission dips at \( \omega = \omega_0 \pm \beta \). Thus, a normalized measure of the backscattering rate is defined to be the natural frequency divided by the total resonance splitting, \( Q_\beta = \omega_0 / (2\beta) \):

\[
Q_\beta = \frac{\sqrt{2}}{\pi^{3/4} \delta n^2 V_s \bar{u}_s}.
\]

(44)

### D. Derivation of \( Q_{sa} \)

In contrast to surface scattering, surface absorption resulting from lattice reconstructions is also present as a source of optical loss. Since great care is taken to preserve the quality of the top and bottom surfaces of the silicon microdisk, it is reasonable to assume that the dominant lattice damage occurs at the disk sidewalls during the etch. While efforts are taken to minimize etch damage, it remains clear that reactive ion etching locally damages the lattice during the material ablation allowing for the incorporation of various lattice impurities and defects [15]. The local surface absorption rate coefficient, \( \gamma_{sa}(r) \), is used to calculate a spatially-averaged loss coefficient according to:

\[
\bar{\gamma}_{sa} = \frac{\int \gamma_{sa}(r)n^2(r)|E(r)|^2dr}{\int n^2(r)|E(r)|^2dr},
\]

(45)

where the appropriate weighting function is proportional to the electric field energy density of the optical mode [16]. An approximate model for \( \gamma_{sa}(r) \) would be to assume that their exists a reconstruction depth, \( \zeta \), where the loss rate is a constant \( \gamma sa \) and zero elsewhere. Thus, the electric field in the numerator of Eq. (45) is approximately constant over a cylindrical shell with volume \( \delta V_{sa} = 2\pi R\zeta h \). By using Eq. (31) and assuming that the surface reconstruction has approximately the same index of refraction as that of the undisturbed lattice [15], we have

\[
\bar{\gamma}_{sa} = \gamma_{sa} n^2_{Si} \int \delta V_{sa} |E(r)|^2dr \int n^2(r)|E(r)|^2dr = \frac{1}{2} \gamma_{sa} n_{Si}^2 \bar{u}_s \delta V_{sa}.
\]

(46)

Defining \( Q_{sa} = \omega / \bar{\gamma}_{sa} \), we can then write for the surface-absorption quality factor

\[
Q_{sa} = \frac{4\pi c}{\lambda_0 \gamma_{sa} n_{Si}^2 \bar{u}_s \delta V_{sa}}.
\]

(47)

### E. Approximate form for the TM case

Considering the TM case only, the normalized disk-edge energy density, \( \bar{u}_s(\hat{z}) \) (defined in Eq. (31)), may be estimated analytically for low radial numbers [20]. Having an approximate form for \( \bar{u}_s(\hat{z}) \) is extremely important if we are to develop intuition from the previous results. As an approximation to the actual (unperturbed) normalized disk-edge energy density for all points within the disk-edge perturbations, an average value over a thin cylindrical shell is used. Defining the peak radial amplitude of the roughness to be \( \delta r \), the averaged intensity is given by

\[
|\bar{E}|^2_{\mathrm{avg}} = \frac{1}{\delta V} \int_{R-\delta r}^{R+\delta r} \int_{-h/2}^{h/2} \int_{0}^{2\pi} \rho dp d\phi dz |E|^2,
\]

(48)
where $\delta V = 4\pi \delta r R h$. Note that while surface absorption reconstruction depth does not necessarily correlate with surface roughness amplitude, this mathematical formalism is identical with $\zeta = 2 \delta r$. For high index contrast structures, the cavity mode energy can be approximated as existing only inside the cavity. Therefore we have,

$$U_c = \frac{1}{2} \int e^{i0}(r) |E|^2 d\mathbf{r} \approx \frac{1}{2} \xi_0 n_0^2 \int_0^R \int_{-h/2}^{h/2} \int_0^{2\pi} \rho d\rho d\phi dz |E|^2 .$$

(49)

Since the $\phi$ and $z$ integrations in Eqs. (48) and (49) are identical, only the radial integrals need to be considered. Since $E \sim J_m(k_0 \bar{n} \rho)$, we can write

$$\bar{u}_s(\hat{z}) = \frac{2}{n_0^2 \delta V} \int_{R-\delta r}^{R+\delta r} \rho d\rho |J_m(k_0 \bar{n} \rho)|^2 .$$

(50)

As an alternative to solving Eq. (50) numerically, a closed form expression can be obtained by reintroducing the $\delta$-function approximation for the radial integral over the thin shell. Using several Bessel identities along with the continuity conditions for Maxwell’s equations, Eq. (50) can be reduced to

$$\bar{u}_s(\hat{z}) = \frac{[J_m(k_0 \bar{n} R)]^2}{\pi h n_0^2 \int_0^R \rho d\rho |J_m(k_0 \bar{n} \rho)|^2} \approx \frac{2 \bar{n}^2}{V_d n_0^2 (\bar{n}^2 - n_0^2)} ,$$

(51)

where $V_d = \pi R^2 h$. This approximate form for $\bar{u}_s(\hat{z})$ shows that the sensitivity to the disk edge decreases as the radius of the disk is increased. Substituting Eq. (51) into Eqs. (30, 44, 47) gives the working equations for the analysis presented in the main text of this paper:

$$Q_{ss} = \frac{3 \lambda_0^3}{8\pi^{7/2} n_0 \delta n^2 \xi} \left( \frac{V_d}{V_s^2} \right) ,$$

(52)

$$Q_{s} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2} \pi^{3/4} \xi} \left( \frac{V_d}{V_s} \right) ,$$

(53)

$$Q_{sa} = \frac{\pi c (\bar{n}^2 - n_0^2) R}{\lambda_0 \bar{n}^2 \gamma_{sa} \xi} ,$$

(54)

where a relative dielectric contrast constant $\xi$ is defined to be

$$\xi = \frac{\bar{n}^2 (n_d^2 - n_0^2)}{n_d^2 (\bar{n}^2 - n_0^2)} .$$

(55)